An evaluation framework for semantic search in P2P networks
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Abstract: We address the problem of evaluating peer-to-peer information retrieval (P2PIR) systems with semantic overlay structure. The P2PIR community lacks a commonly accepted testbed, such as TREC is for the classic IR community. The problem with using classic test collections in a P2P scenario is that they provide no realistic distribution of documents and queries over peers, which is, however, crucial for realistically simulating and evaluating semantic overlays. On the other hand, document collections that can be easily distributed (e.g. by exploiting categories or author information) lack both queries and relevance judgments.

Therefore, we propose an evaluation framework, which provides a strategy for constructing a P2PIR testbed, consisting of a prescription for content distribution, query generation and measuring effectiveness without the need for human relevance judgments. It can be used with any document collection that contains author information and document relatedness (e.g. references in scientific literature). Author information is used for assigning documents to peers, relatedness is used for generating queries from related documents. The ranking produced by the P2PIR system is evaluated by comparing it to the ranking of a centralised IR system using a new evaluation measure related to mean average precision. The combination of these three things – realistic content distribution, realistic and automated query generation and distribution, and a meaningful and flexible evaluation measure for rankings – offers an improvement over existing P2PIR evaluation approaches.

1 Introduction

Semantic peer-to-peer information retrieval (P2PIR) offers important advantages to the design of information infrastructures, among them scalability, localisation of information and localisation of access control. However, for evaluation and comparison of P2PIR systems, no sufficiently objective methodologies exist yet as they do for “classical” information retrieval (IR) where (1) test collections are available (e.g., TREC [TRE]) and (2) methods to evaluate retrieval performance are scientifically well-established [VH06].

The classical evaluation method in information retrieval is to train the IR system with a test collection and determine the precision and recall values for a set of queries and
relevance judgements defined by the test collection. Transferring this method to P2PIR is not a straightforward task, however. Although in principle, precision and recall can be defined on a P2PIR result set analogous to a centralised IR system, the features of the test collections available are not sufficient for practical evaluations. The main problems arise from the distributed character of the required test collection: There are no data available that provide realistic distributions of the test collection over peers, which – in order to be sufficient data for a methodology analogous to classical IR – must include distributions of documents, queries and associated relevance judgements over the P2P network.

This lack of available data has become a serious obstacle in the advancement of P2PIR research. To alleviate this problem, an evaluation framework is proposed in this paper that draws from two approaches: First, a plausible distribution of documents and queries is elaborated for the case of P2PIR, and second, an evaluation method is proposed to overcome the lack of relevance judgements for queries. Using these two contributions, we present an evaluation plan for a P2PIR system.

We continue this article by reviewing the technical background on P2PIR in Section 2 and review the state of the art in evaluation methods in Section 3. Subsequently, we present the parts of our framework in Section 4 and finally describe how to parameterise the testbed in Section 5.

2 Background

Since the evaluation framework presented in this paper is designed for unstructured, “non-flooding” P2P systems with semantic overlays, it is necessary to describe the characteristics of such systems:

A P2P system is called unstructured if the topology of the overlay network is not fixed in any way and if content can be stored anywhere in the system. This is in contrast to structured systems such as distributed hash tables [RFH+01, SMK+01, ZKJ01] where each peer is responsible for storing data that corresponds to a certain range of hash values. Unstructured systems are more flexible than structured ones because no control over data placement is assumed.

On the other hand, the systems we are interested in avoid flooding the network with queries. Flooding imposes a great load on the underlying network (cf. [Gnu]).

In order to avoid flooding and still guarantee good recall, such systems have to provide solutions to the following three tasks:

- **Peer description:** For making predictions about which peer is likely to be capable of contributing to a certain topic, there must be descriptions or profiles of peers’ contents.

- **Query routing:** Assuming that peers have both the address and the profile of their neighbours, these profiles can be used for informed search (rather than flooding): they must be matched against queries in order to decide where the queries should
be forwarded. Queries that are sent to the wrong peers will fail to retrieve relevant documents.

- **Neighbour selection**: in order to facilitate query routing, peers should choose their neighbours in a way that maximises the probability of always finding a good neighbour to forward queries to. Networks in which peers choose neighbours according to semantic criteria are called **semantic overlay networks** [CGM02b].

Regarding the last task, there is an increasing agreement in the research community that peers should be organised in clusters of semantic similarity [SMZ03]. Additionally, some random shortcuts have been shown to be beneficial, resulting in a small world graph [Kle00] structure of the overlay [AWMM06, Sch05, WB05, LLS04, ZGG02].

In the following, we will shortly describe our own approach to semantic search and overlay structuring. It has been developed as part of a project supported by DFG and was described and evaluated in more detail in [Wit05, WB05].

The algorithm for **building overlay structure** is based on gossiping: by searching for its own profile – i.e. sending out queries that consist of the profile – and receiving answers from other peers, each participant in the network fills up a part of its routing table with addresses and profiles of neighbours that offer content similar to its own. Peers thus organise into clusters of semantic similarity.

Another part of the routing table is reserved for some arbitrarily chosen neighbours (random shortcuts) that provide links between different clusters of peers. The combination of these two neighbour selection strategies is intended to result in a small world network structure (see [Kle00] for a theoretical model) that can be exploited for an efficient search algorithm.

The **search mechanism** works as follows: each peer that receives a query, first scans its local index for matching documents and then forwards the message to just one (or at least only a small number) of its neighbours: the one whose profile best matches the query, i.e. the one deemed most likely to have an answer to it. This continues until the time-to-live (TTL) of the query expires.

Since peers are organised into clusters of semantic similarity, queries will find many relevant results once they have reached the right cluster because peers that can contribute answers to a given query are likely to know others that also can.

Because in this and most other systems with semantic overlays, structure is built based on peers’ shared content, it should be clear that the evaluation of such systems requires realistic models of content and query distribution. These problems are tackled in the remainder of this paper.
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3 Related Work

In order to choose a feasible approach for getting a testbed, one might have first a look at the requirements a P2PIR test collection must satisfy: it has to provide the usual features of a IR test collection, i.e. documents, queries and relevance judgments, and in addition, there needs to be a prescription of how to distribute documents and queries among peers. Distribution of documents is either done in a way that springs naturally from the collection, e.g. via author information [BMR03] or built-in categories [CGM02a, SCK03], or it is established in less natural ways via clustering [NBMW06], latent concept analysis [HTW06], or domains of web pages [LC03, KJP05]. In [Coo04], documents are even artificial which facilitates their distribution, but doesn’t result in a real testbed.

In [BMR03], a number of different testbeds is proposed. In each, authors are identified with peers and all the papers an author has written are assigned to the corresponding peer. One testbed uses TREC, the other two (Reuters and CiteSeer) do not have queries or relevance judgments. Therefore, queries are generated randomly from documents and documents are considered relevant w.r.t. a query if they contain all query terms.

In [LC03, KJP05], web pages are used as a test collection and the prefixes of their URLs define the peers. In [LC03], the TREC WT10g web test collection is used, together with queries generated from the documents. Evaluation is done by comparing results to that of a centralised system using plain precision and recall. Klampanos et al. [KJP05] also use the WT10g collection and define and compare various testbeds. In addition to domains of URLs, they also use link information and textual similarity to enlarge the document set on a peer. Queries and relevance judgements are taken from the original WT10g collection (100 queries).

The approach of [CGM02a, SCK03] uses freely available copora (like OpenDirectory or CiteSeer) which contains classified documents. The distribution of documents over peers follows the topic structure in the corpus.

Without a preclassification of documents one can get a structuring by clustering the corpus. Therefore, Neumann et al. [NBMW06] use Wikipedia, with a clustering based on the internal linking structure between the wikipedia articles. To distribute the documents among the peers, the clusters are seperated into chunks and documents are chosen from these chunks using a sliding window in order to get overlap. Neumann further proposes the usage of google zeitgeist archive for generating queries, which, however, come without relevance judgements. In addition, the construction of overlapping content between peers is not as natural as e.g. a fuzzy clustering would be.

An approach based on statistics is proposed in [Coo04]. There, histograms over the counts of relevant documents per query, the degree of document replication, and the mean count of relevant documents for a query on one peer are used to generate an artificial testbed, which refactors real statistical relations. The disadvantage of this approach is that one doesn’t get a real testbed, but one which merely behaves similar in certain circumstances, and that real data of P2P communities and therefore feasible relevance judgments are hard to get.

Heinrich et al. propose in [HTW06] to use a latent concept analysis to estimate relevant
parameters of the distribution of topics over peer and documents and to use these parameters to distribute another document collection over peers in the same manner. That means that it is only necessary to have a little statistics of a P2P network which can be scaled up to a much bigger set of documents and peers. An alternative to create P2P evaluation data without data from a real P2P community was proposed in [Hei06] based on corpora with author and citation data.

One can see that often a natural content distribution means that there are no queries and relevance judgments, in which case artificial queries are generated from the collection’s documents [LC03, BMR03] or taken from other sources [NBMW06]. In that case, relevance judgments are not available and performance is compared to a centralised setting via simple precision and recall measures. The next section presents a new idea of designing a P2PIR testbed and a new evaluation measure.

4 The proposed evaluation framework

Our framework for constructing a concrete testbed consists of two distinct parts: a well-defined distribution of content (documents and automatically generated queries) among peers, which can be applied to various existing corpora, and an evaluation measure, which respects the ranking of the retrieved documents and has no need for given relevance judgments.

4.1 Distributing content and queries

Since nodes in peer-to-peer networks correspond most often to single persons, a P2PIR testbed should provide a content distribution that realistically reflects the interests of persons running peers. One way to achieve this is to identify peers with authors of documents, as done in [BMR03].

We propose to use corpora that provide relations between documents and authors (authoring relation) as well as between documents and other documents (citation relation). In [Hei06] various freely available examples of such corpora are analysed, e.g. the CiteSeer corpus [GBL98] or the Cora corpus [MNRS00].

We propose to map the entities and relations available in these corpora to those in a P2PIR testbed in the following way:

- **Peers** map to **authors** in a relational corpus.
- **Documents** associated with a peer trivially map to documents within a relational corpus via the authoring relation. As an extended approach, the documents cited in authors’ documents can be additionally associated with the peer. After all, people
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are likely to be competent in the field of expertise that their citations are concerned with. Using this extended document mapping allows a higher degree of overlap between the peers. The plain set of authored documents restricts document overlap between peers to co-authorship relations.

- Queries associated with a peer map to documents that are cited by the associated author’s documents. For this, only citations are valid that refer to documents included in the corpus. This makes sense because, in our opinion, it is realistic to assume that people ask questions concerning issues which will extend their knowledge of the things within their focus of interest (as reflected by their documents).

Generating queries automatically out of the collection is considered necessary in order to have a sufficient number of queries, which are semantically associated to and issued by the persons running the peers. However, this means that there will be no relevance judgments for these queries. The next section presents an approach to evaluation without the need for any human relevance judgements in this setting.

4.2 Evaluation measure

Since there are no relevance judgments for queries, the performance of distributed retrieval algorithms will be measured by comparing it to a centralised setting. This means that the optimal value of the evaluation measure is reached if the P2P system retrieves the same documents and in the same order as a centralised system. It is assumed that both systems use the same retrieval function for ranking documents and the same global basis for estimating term weights (cf. [Kro02, WB05]) so that the difference between rankings is only attributable to the failure of the P2P system to retrieve certain documents. This, in turn, depends on the routing strategy: a good strategy routes queries to those peers that can contribute the most relevant documents (i.e. those ranked most highly by the centralised system) and leaves aside peers that can only contribute documents ranked lowly by the centralised system.

For this, we would like to propose a new measure that reflects the capability to retrieve the highest ranked documents, and does so better than naïve approaches that only use simple precision and recall on some defined sets of returned documents [LC03, NBMW06]. Thus, a system that retrieves the 20 documents ranked highest by the centralised system receives a better evaluation score than a system that retrieves the 200 lowest ranked documents.

The measure is closely related to mean average precision (cf. [VH06], chapter 3) and can be computed as follows:

- We assume that a query in the P2PIR system returns a ranked list $A$ of the best $k$ documents it can find (after merging results, that is). The value of $k$ is assumed to be set by the user who tells the system how many (namely $k$) documents he/she is willing to look at.

- This will be compared to the ranked list $C$ of all documents returned by a centralised
• We now mark the positions of all documents in $A$ within $C$. As an example, let’s assume that the user has requested to view the best $k = 3$ documents and that $A = [L, M, O]$ and $C = [K, L, M, N, O, P]$.

• Now we compute

$$\sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{m(A_i) \cdot prec(A_1, \ldots, A_i)}{\text{min}(k, |C|)}$$

where $m(D)$ is 1 if $D$ is marked (see above), else 0. This means that at each document found in the distributed case, we calculate precision and we average this over $\text{min}(k, |C|)$, i.e. over the $k$ documents the user requested or $|C|$, if even the centralised system retrieves less than $k$ documents. In our example, this yields

$$\frac{1}{3}(\frac{1}{2} + \frac{2}{3} + \frac{3}{5}) = 0.59.$$ In contrast, if the system retrieves $B = [N, O, P]$, then we get

$$\frac{1}{3}(\frac{1}{2} + \frac{2}{3} + \frac{3}{5}) = 0.38.$$ 

Note that if we use a reference corpus for weight estimation as proposed in [WB05], then rankings are global and hence the scores of documents within $A$, $B$, and $C$ will not differ. The measure then tells us how high the best $k$ documents that the distributed search finds are ranked – on average – by the centralised search engine.

5 Parameterising the system

The above evaluation framework leaves a number of parameters free, which need to be chosen in order to make it operational:

• Which corpus to use: see [Hei06] for a comparison of freely available corpora.

• Details of document distribution: as mentioned above, there are two main possibilities for choosing the documents of a peer: either assigning only the documents the author has written himself, or additionally assigning those that are referenced in these papers. The advantage of the second approach is that it is maybe more realistic to assume that people store more documents from their field of expertise than their own. On the other hand, with the proposed query generation mechanism, this would mean that peers search for a subset of their shared documents.

• Query generation: the exact way to form queries was not detailed above because there may be different views on how to realistically choose a query’s length and the exact key terms. For example, a librarian is likely to phrase longer and more detailed queries than a casual internet user. A simple possibility would be to use the titles of referenced documents as queries. Alternatively, one can choose the most relevant keywords from the entire document, the distribution of query lengths being
determined by examining e.g. query logs of a web search engine. In general, the query length distribution also is linked to the retrieval function: Given a boolean retrieval more key terms lead to less retrieved documents, but given a vector space retrieval so more key terms lead to more retrieved documents.

- $k$: to fix the number of documents that should be retrieved, one might again use an empirical study of user behaviour: how many result documents do users request on average from e.g. a web search engine? This question can be easily answered from query logs and the distribution can be used for varying $k$ in a guided way.

- Retrieval function: the exact measure of similarity between queries and documents, but also between other entities such as peer profiles, can be chosen individually for each experiment and varied for comparison.

As a conscious decision, we decided not to include network dynamics into the evaluation framework. However, these may be easily be added at a later stage. These aspects of dynamics include, for example:

- Churn at several time scales: short-term churn – i.e. peers joining and leaving the network during the day – or long-term churn – i.e. new peers being introduced into the system or leaving it terminally. The latter may require not to use the full set of author-generated peers in the beginning of a simulation, but let the network grow.

- Document distribution: one may take the testbed only as a starting setup for the simulation and model the download behaviour of users.

- Querying activity: determine in what time intervals peers should ask which of their queries. The query sets associated to the peers may also change over time according to changes in the document distribution.

Because it leaves a great deal of freedom for modeling different aspects of P2PIR, the framework allows to be used in many contexts, but still guarantees comparable results within the P2PIR community.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an evaluation framework, providing a strategy for the construction of a P2PIR testbed, that consists of a realistic prescription for content distribution, query generation and distribution, and for measuring a retrieval system’s effectiveness in ranking documents. We rely only on a freely available relational corpus and there is no need for hand-crafted queries or human relevance judgments. The framework offers a great amount of flexibility via free parameters but still ensures comparability of results.

In the future, the framework will be used in our research, in order to evaluate the quality of the peer description, query routing and neighbour selection strategies that have been described above in Section 2.
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